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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by the Aeronautical Engine Department, 
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, for the Federal Aviation Admin~ 
istration. The ~ork effort was part of a program of the Engineer
ing and Safety Division; Aircraft Development 8ervice; Washington, 
D. C. Engineering liaison and technical review for the project 
was furnished by the Instruments and Equipme~t Sect~on, Aircraft 
Branch, Test and Evaluation Division, National Aviation Facili~ 
ties Experimental Center, Atlantic City, New Jersey. 
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ABSTRAC:!: 

~The equilibrium flammability envelopes of turbine fuels were 
determined by both visual and instrumental techniques. The lean 
and rich limits were found to be linear functions of altitude and 
temperature when wall effects were reduced and ignition spark 
energies were high, The linearity of the limits could be altered 
by increasing the wall effects or decreasing the ignition spark 
energies. Wide-cut turbine engine fuels, aviation kerosenes and 
blends of the two types were tested, The flammability character
istics of the fuels at equilibrium were compared to those of the 
fuel under simulated aircraft dynamic conditions. Aircraft 
dynamics affect fuel primarily by producing spray, When the point 
of ignition was not directly within the sprayed fuel, no deviation 
from the normal equilibrium flammability envelope .occurred. When 
the point of ignition was directly within the spray, the lean 
flammability limit of the fuel was extended considerably beyond 
the equilibrium limit.() 
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INTRJJDUCTID:t-! 

The purpose of this project was to investigate the fuel vapor 
conditions that exist within aircraft fuel tanks and describe their 
flammability characteristics. There appears to be an infinite 
number of conditions that can exist within an aircraft fuel tank. 
One of the many causes for this complexity is that the inflight 
conditions which may be experienced ·by aircraft cover. a wide range 
?f temperatures, pressures and motions (1)~ Such broad and ex;. 
tensive environmental conditions produce wide variations in the 
amount of fuel that exists in the vaporized state. In addition to 
fuel being present as a vapor, turbulence and aircraft motion cause 
the liquid to be d~spersed in the vapor space in the form of mists 
and spray. (Mists are distinguished £:rom spr!3-y primarily by droplet 
size and stability of the dispersion. The line of demarcation 
between the two states is not well defined (2)). Tank character-· 
istics such as design and geometry are contributing factors which 
produce what amounts to an infinite number ·of vapor space conditions. 
Structural members, fuel distribution hardware, quantity gauging 
equipment, and fuel venting systems alt contribute to the complex~ 
ity of the problem. The fuel sloshes in the tank, spraying'fuel into 
the vapor space; fuel is sprayed into the vapor space by vibration (3) 
and even by mechanical design such'as fuel tank_ boost pumps which 
cause jets of fuel to be sprayed into the vapor space (4). Changes 
in the vapor space composition occur during pressure equilibration 
of the tank with inflight atmospheric pressures. 

Lack of predictability in specifying vapor space fuel/air ratios · 
also results from the fact that the fuels are composed of a rather 
broad· spectrum of compounds with a corresponding broad range.of 
boiling points. During the storage and utilization of the fuel, 
changing vapor space volumes, and temperature and pressure changes, 
produce what amotints to a crude form of fractional distillation. 
The literature abounds with evidence .demonstrating that different 
hydrocarbons show demonstrably.different flammability character-

. istics (5, 6, 7, & and 9). Differences in composition, of signi-
ficant proportions, can exist between fuels,which meet the same 

. specifications but are produced by different refi:net~i,es or from 
different crudes (10, 11, 12, and 13). 

Further compounding of the problem's complexity occurs from the 
fact :that there are in·reality two basicallY different types of 
turbine ·engine fuel that are used by jet aircraft: these are the 
aviation kerosenes and the wide-cut turbine engine fuels·. These fuels 
are acquired commercially so ~s to meet either commercial, military 
or private specifications (1). 

* Numbers indicate reference 
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Any controlled investigation to determine to what degree, any 
or all combinations of the previously mentioned variables affect 
fuel/air ratios within tanks necessarily requires an analytical 
technique and sampling method. To establish a suitable sampling 
system presents many technical difficulties. For example, it is 
difficult to see ho)'l' a sample, representing a specifi9 aerosol 
and vapor composition can be maintained in its original physical 
state during transferuntil time for analysis. Changes in the 
physical state of the sample will be produced by temperature grad
ients, pressure changes, gas flows, and droplet· coalescence dUring 
sample transfer and final analysis. Also, the location of r'epre ... 
sentative sampling points for a dynamic tank situation, lacking 

. homogeneity, presents a dilemma •. The lack of responsiveness and 
the error that are inherent in a mechanical sampling system woUld 
conceivably: result in data that could only be suspect. The second 
al-ternative for an analytical scheme. would be one which 

.does not require any sampling. For such an approach to defining 
··.the ,liquid-vapor state an optical system would appear most practi

cal.. Such an in.situ optical display has the advantage of. not . 
. altering the liquid-vapor states,-but a decided disadvantage eXists 
with r_espect to its describing an aerosol. No satisfactory analysis 
of a polydisperse cloud, be it a mist or spray, can be made either 
by scattered light, transmitted light, variation in the color of the 

.:scattered light or its polarization (2). From_ the arguments pre
sented, it is easy to see_that a program which is designed along 
analytical principles to define liquid-vapor conditions of an aircraft 
fuel tank and their flammability is beyond practical considerations •. 
Therefore', this investigation ·was -carried out on the basis of de
fining actual flammability in terms of the environmental conditions 
to which an aircraft fuel tank might be exposed. An experimental 
combustion apparatus was designed which made this possible. The 

·-apparatus contained the liquid fuel within the combustion chamber 
at all times. Therefore,_any change in environmental conditions 
could be related directly in terms of variations to the natural limits 
of flammability. · 

This report describes the equilibrium flammability character
i.stics of two. types of turbine engine fuels, in terms of altitude\" 
and- temperatures. The effects on flammability of simulated ground 
storage, aircraft flight conditioning and blends of an aviation kero
sene with a wide~cut turbine engine fuel are included. 

In addition to the.conventiam.ai definition of flammability- using 
the visual confirmation. of flames, the flammability characteristics 
of fuels were investigated in terms of transien.t pressure and tempera

'ture rises. which were produced upon igniting a tank.vapor space. 
These pressure and temperature rises made possible the means by which 
the effect of fuel spray was evaluated. The flammability data. on 
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the spray pro~ided ·insight into the relative flammability character
istics within an aircraft tank under static and dynamic conditions. 
By the further application of instrumental techniques, flB.IlllllB.bility 
studies included venting out of tanks during aircraft .ascent. 
Combustion data were obtained during conditions which simulated 
aircraft takeoff and ensuing climb. 

DISCUSSION 

Physical Properties of Fuels and Their Relationship to Fuel Flamma
bility 

Turbine engine fuels are rather· complex blends of a variety of 
hydrocarbons, i.e. paraffins, olefins, aromatics and naphthenics.· 
For example, it is reported that some 5,000 to 10,000 hydrocarbons 
are contained in JP-4 jet fuel (14). A narrower boiling' range fuel 

. such as gasoline has some JOO indivi.dual hydrocarbons. Because of 
the chemical complexity' of fuels, they are classified: on the basis 
of their physical prope:cties. Turbine engine fuels are placed in. 
two broad categories, which are based on their distillation temp
erature rarr~es: wide-cut turbine engine fuels and aviation · 
kerosenes (1). These in. turn are purchased operationally according 
to a variety of ,specifications-military, consumer organization, 
airline and engine manui'acturer (15) . Primarily, the differences 
between any of these fuels are due to the relative proportioris of 
the hydrocarbon constituents. Various specifications of turbine 
fuels are shown in Tables I and II. Although many other specifi
cations exist, the ones ·shown here are· those which ar,e commonly used 
and are pertinent to this report • 

. 1. Fuel Volatility - Combustion is primarily a process involv
ing vapors. For example, in the burning of a fuel droplet, three 
distinct phases occur (16). In the first stage the droplet is pre
heated to a point where sufficient vapor's are evolved to support a 
flame. In the second stage, the heat from the enveloping flame 
causes fuel vapors to evolve continuously and feed the flame. In 
the final stage, the combustion of a cokelike residue may occur. 
Fuel volatility, therefore, is one of the primary characteristics 
that relate to fuel flammability. Tho~e sp~cification properties 
which are a meas11re of volatility are: , flash point, distillation 
range and vapor pressure. These are the primary properties that are 
inferred when differences in flammacility are claimed for one fuel 
in comparison with another (1). 
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Specification: 
Effective Date: 
Grade: 
Type: 

Distillation: 
Initial boiling point 
Fuel evaporated, 10 percent min, at 
Fuel ~vaporated, 20 percent min. at 
Fuel evaporated, 50 percent min. at 
Fuel evaporated, 90 percent min. at 
End point, max. 
Percent evaporated, at 400°F (204.4°G) 
Residue, vol. percent max. 
Dietillation loss, vol. percent. max. 

Gravity 0 API- min. (sp. gr. max.) 
Gravity· 0 API . .:. max. (sp. gr. min.) 
Existent gwn, mg ./100 ml. max. 
Total potential residue, 16 hour aging, 

·mg./100 ml. max. 
Sulfur, total, percent weight max. 
Mercaptan sulfur, percent weight. max. (b) 

Reid vapor pressure, l00°F, psi, min., 
(gm./cm2, min.) 

Reid vapor pressure, lOQop, psi, -max.; 
(gm./cm2), max.) 

Freezing point,· max. 
Heating Value: . _ 

Net heat of combustion, Btu/lb., min., 
or aniline-gravity product, min. (o) 

Viscosity, centistoke a at -J0°F (-J4.4°C), max. 
Aromatics, vol. percent'max. 
Olefin, vol. percent max. 

Smoke. point,·mm. min. 
or luminometer No., min. 

Explosiveness, percent max. 
Flash point, min. 

Smoke volatility index, min .. 
or luminometer- No., min. 

Copper strip corrosion, ASTM classification max. 
Water aeparometer index, modified min. 
Water reaction, .interface rating, max. 
Thermal stability: 

Change in pressure drop in 5 hours, 
in. of Hg., max. 

c.Preheater·deposit. code, less than 
Particulate matter, 

mg./gel. max. F.O.B. origin deliveries 
. mg./gal. ma:x. F.O.B. destination deliveries 

Fuel system_ icing inhibitor, percent vol., max. 

Fuel system icing inhibitor, percent vol., min. 

To be reported - riot limited •. 

- - - - MIL-T-5624G (Amend. 1) - - - -
- - - - - - - -11/21/66- - - - - - - -

JP-4 JP-5 
Wide-Cut Kerosene 

(a) 
(a) 

29<Jof (14J.JoG) 
J70°F (187.8°C) 
1.70°F (24J.JoC) 

(a) 
(a) 

45.0 (0.802) 
57.6 (0.751) 
7 

11. 
0.4 
0.001 

2.0 (140.6) 

3.0 (210.9) 
-72°F ·(-saoc) 

18,400 
5,250 

25.0 
5.0 

52.0 
60 
No. l 
70 
1 b 

J.O 
J 

4.0 
8.0 
0.15 

0.10 

(d) 

it 
)6.0 (0.845) 
48.0 (0.788) 
7 . 

11. 
0.1. 
0.001 

18,300 
4,500 

16.5 
25.0 
5.0 

19.0 
50 
50 
:u;ooF (6o.0°C) 

No. 1 
85 

J.O 
J 

(a) 
(b) 

{c) 

(d) 

The mercaptan sulfur determination may be waived at the option of the inspector 
if the fuel is "doctor sweet" when tested in accordance with Method 5203 of 
Federal Test Method Standard No. 791. · · 

Aniline-gravity product is defined as the product of the gravity in °API and the 
. . aniline point in °F. 
The smoke volatility index (SVI) is the smoke point (SP) + (0.42 I volume percent 

boiling under. 400°F (204./.oG)). 
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Organization: · 
Grade:·,. 
Effect! ve Date: 
Type: 

. Gravity, 0 API Min. (Sp. Gr. Max.) 
. Gravity, 0 API Max. (sp. Gr. Min.) 

Distillation, op ( oc) ' 
. 1<:1.' Evaporated 

2<:1.' Evaporated. 
· 5<:1.' Evaporated 

90'.£ Evaporated 
Final Boiling Point · 
Residue, Vol. '% · 

• ·Lose, 'Vol'. % · .. · 
Flash Point> °F ( •C) Min. · · 
Flash Point; op (QC) Max; · 
Reid Vapor Pressure, psi 

Aromatics, Vol. % 
Olefine, VoL ·,; 
Sulfur, Total, Wt. % 
Mercaptan Sulfur, Wt. % 

or Doctor Test . 
. Total Acidity, mg KOH/gm 

Copper strip·Corroeion 
J Hours at 122oF (50oc) 

· 2 Hours at 212or (lOooc) 
Existent Guin, mg/100 ml 
Total Potential Residue 

16 Hour Test, mg/100 ml 

TABLE Il 

Thermal Stability -J00/400°F (l48.9/204.4°C) 
6P (5;Hours at 6 lb/hr), Inc,hes.Hg 
Preheater Tube Deposit 

(Rsf. 15) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ASTH - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -
· Jet A Jet A-1 Jet B 

- - - - - - - - - - - 1966 - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - -
Kerosene 

s 
A 
M 
E 

A 
s 

J 
E 

'T 

A-l 

,I 
I 

~ 

Kerosene 

39 ( o. 8299) 
51 (0.7753) 

1.00 (204.4) Max • 

450 ( 232. 2) Max. 

550 (287.8) Max. 
l. 5 Max. 
1.5 Max. 
no (43. 3) 
150 (65.6) 

20 Max. 

O.J Max. 
0.003 Max. 
Pass 
0.1 Max. 

No'. l Max; 

7 Max. 

14 Max. 

12 Max. 
<3 

Wide-Cut 

45 (0.8017) 
57 (0. 7507) 

290 (14J.J) Max. 
370 (187 .8) Max. 
4 70 (243.3) Max. 

l. 5 Max. 
1.5 Max. 

J Max. 

20 Max. 
5 Max. 
O.J Max. 
0.003 Max •. 
Pass 

No. l Max. 
7 Max. 

14 Max. 

12 Max. · 
<) 

Freezing Point op (oc) -36 (-38) Kax.. -54 (-48) Max. 
15 Max. 

-56 (-49) Max~ 
Viscosity at -J0°F. (-J4.4°C), cs 

Heat of Combustion, Net BTU/lb 
. or An1line-~ravity Product v 

Heat of Combustion, Net BTU/gal 
Combustion Properties·- Must Pass One: 

1. Lwninometer Number 
2. ~oke Point, mm 
J,· Smoke Point, imn . 

and 16 Hour Lamp Burning .Teet 
4. Smoke Point, mm 

and Naphthalenes, Vol. % 
. 5. Smoke 'Volatility Index . (a) 

Water Tolerance, Vol. Change, ml 
Interface Rating 

Electrical Conductivity 
Picomho/meter at.Delivery Temp. 

Additives 
Antioxidant 
Metal Deactivator .· 
Corrosion Inhibitor 
Anti-Icing 
Anti-Static 

. (a) Smoke Volatility Index (SVI) 

A 

:; 
A 
M· 
E 

A 
s 

J 
E 
'r 

A-l 

18,400 Min. 18,40Q Min. 

Report 

45 Min. 
25 Min. 
20 Min .. 
Pass 
20 Min. 
J Max. 

Report 

50 Min·.· 

54 Min. 

~1 

I By agreement 
between vendor 
and pUrchaser · 

-·---

Smoke Point+ 0.42 (Vol. %Evaporated at 400oF (204.4oC)) 
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2. Flash Point- The flash point which is'normally determined 
only for the aviation kerosenes, is an estimate of the minimum temp
erature at which sufficient vapor is released by the fuel to form 
a flammable vapor-air environment at one atmosphere pressure. For 
pure hydrocarbons, such as n-alkanes, flash point data have been 
successfully correlated ~~th lean flammability limits·as well as 
vapor pressures (17). However, because of' experimental errors, 
apparatus effects and fuel fractionation, flash point data for 
turbine engine fuels. lose a good deal of their- fundamental signifi
cance. The usefulness of flash points with respect to turbine· -
engine fuels should be limited to establishing relatively large 
flammability difference~ between fuels. 

A comparison of some flash point data_ obtained by the Pensky
Martin closed cup method, with the lean flammability limits, de
termined .in this investigation, confirms that, although flash · 

_points do provide a satisfactory method for approximating lean· 
flammability limits of pure materials, they fail to give a good 
corfelation for turbine engine_fuels. This is shown in Table III. 

TABLE III . 

COMPARISON -OF FLASH POINT DATA WITH THE LEAN FLAMMABILITY 
LIMITS OF HEXANE AND TURBINE FUELS 

Flash Point, °F Lean 
(Pen sky-Martin Flammability Difference 

Fuel Closed Cup) Limit, Of Of 

Hexane -23 {17) -17 +6 

Jet A 125 98 -27 

Jet A..:l {Batch l) 120 101 -19 

Jet A-1. (Batch 2) ll8 92 -26 

Jet B (Batch 2) <-30 If -20 >10 

Jet B (Batch 3) <-30 If -8 >22 

* adaptation 

J, Distillation Range - The distillation ranges of the fuels 
reported during these investigations are included in Appendix I along 
with the results of the other pertiRent specification tests. 
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The exact behavior of mul1Jiple component systems such as turbine· 
engine fuels defies description. Nevertheless, by mere inspection. 
,of the data in Appendix I, the lower and the relatively broader dis
tillation ranges of the wide-cut turbine engine fuelsdemonstrates 
that they have a considerably greater proportion and variety of 
light ends, i.e. low molecular weight and high vapor pressure hydro• 
carbons, than the aviation kerosenes. 

Aside from this qualitative insight, the distil+ation data are 
useful for calculating the vapor pressures of these fuels. For 
exampl~, Zengel, et al, reports a .method for calculating vapor pres
sures,J on the basis of distillation data, with a precision claimed 
to be within ±5 percent (18). Difficulty is usually met however, 
in obtaining suitably accurate distillation data, especially for 
the lower boiling point components. Distillation data, of the typ~ 
normally obtained for specification requirements, are used for cal
culating the equilibrium combustibility envelopes of turbine engine 
fuels. 

4. Vapor Pressures - V~por pressure. affects flammability by 
control,ling the amount of 'fuel in the vapor space.· ,In a. fuel tank 
which. is only partially.filled with fuel, .the fuel molecules escape 
from·the liquid into the space above it. If it is a closea vessel, 
the space is limited and the molecules will steadily accumulate in 
the vapor space. As the. number of molecules increase in the space, 
the number of molecules returning to the liquid increases according
ly. · If the temperature is maintained constant, a condition of equi
librium becomes established when the number of molecules leaving the 
liquid equals the nwp.b.er~_pf_m9lecules returning. The pressure which 
the liquid molecules I exerl in· the vapor space is the vapor presslll'!3. · 
In theory, then, it becomes ·apparent that knowing the vapor pressure 
at a particular temperatura for·a closed system, and knowing the 
volume of the available vapor space (ullage}, a fairly accurate 
estimate of the amount of fuel existing as a vapor can be made, pro
vided 9f .course that the liquid and gas behave in an ideal manner. 
Hovever, the vapor pressure data.that are generally available from 
specification tes~ing are the Reid vapor pressures, vhich are usually 
reported only for the higher.vapor pressure,.Yide-cut turbine engine 
fuels.· The Reid vapor pressure data suffer. with respect to their 
usefulness in calculating flammability limits since they represent 
vapor pressures only at a temperature of l00°F. In order to calcu-

. late flammability limit~, the vappr pressures of the fuel mus~ be 
available for an extended temperature range. 
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Equilibrium Flammability Characteristics of Turbine Fuels 

1. Description of the Equilibrium Flammability Envelope - A 
closed tank, which is only partially filled with fuel, and kept at a 
constant temperature, would eventually form an equilibrium condition 
between fuel and vapor. By definition, equilibrium and maximum fuel/ 
air ratio are synonoroous. Because of this natural limitation, equili
bruim is the basis for all experimentation since it is not only repro
ducible but is also applicable to theoretical and thermodynamic treat
ments. 

The vapor space in a fuel tank varies in its flammability accord
ing. to the concentration of evaporated fuel in the available air. 
Reducing the fuel to air ratio below a definite minimum v&lue produces 
a vapor space mixture which is too lean in fuel to burn. Likewise, 
there is,a limiting maximum fuel/air ratio, which when exceeded, 
results .in a vapor space mixture too rich in fuel to be flammable. 

·When considering only equi.librium conditions, the particUlar fuel/ 
air ratio. which can exist is determined by the temperature.and pres

. sure of the system. The temperature determines the ·quantity of the 
fuel by· controlling its vapor pressure, and .the altitude determines 

. the quantity of air. Therefore, by .a sui table combination of tempera
ture.and altitude, tinder equilibrium conditions, the ullage of a fuel 
tank can be made either flammable or nonflammable. ' 

The environmental parameters of temperature and altitude which 
will affect the flammability of the tank ullage, are illustrated by 
the use of the "flammability envelope". A typical flammability en
velope is shown in figure 1. 

lean limit · 

NONFLAMMABLE 
REGION 

(lao lean) 

TEMPI!RAT!JRE 

Figure ·r=-tY:PTc-a1F1Bl!lm.9.tiili ty Envelope 
of an Aircraft Turbine Fuel 
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For aircraft turbine fuels, the lean limit fuel/e.ir ratio is 
reportedto be approximately 0.035 (14). The rich limit designates 
the maximum fuel/air ratio that is flammable. For aircraft .turbine 
fuels~ the rich limit f.uel/air ratio is reported to be approximately 
0.26 to o;28 (14). For calculation purposes, the 0.28 value was 

. used in this investigation. 

Extreme changes in temperature moderately affect the fuel/air 
ratios representing flammability limits. For example, based upon.· 
data reported by Zabetakis (6), the lean limit fuel/air ratio-of 
methane is 0.033 at 77°F and 0.035 at 212oF. The.rich limit fuel/ 
air ratio of methane is 0.102 at 77°F and 0.107 at 212°F. The 
limiting values are .also not affected significantly by changes in 
pressure.. Therefore, when considering the temperature and pressure 
ranges which are applicable to the environmental conditions encounter,.. 
ed by c.ommercial aircraft, the limiting fuel/air ratios can be a:ss.umed 
to be relatively constant. The reasonableness in treating .the 
limiting fuel/air ratios as being constant is further supported by 
the fact. that the fuel/air ratios, which were, referenced previously., 
are only average values. It is probably true that the variations. · · 
in the limiting fuel/air ratios which result from compositional . · 
difference betwsen fuels is far greater than any devi.ation produced 
by the temperature and pressure vaz:iations of flight. Taking these· 
factors into account,. we may treat the .lean flammability lillli t . and·. 
rich flammability limit as lines which designate constant ·fuel/air 
·ratios, and are respectively 0.035 and 0~28. 

The equilibriu.in flammability envelopes can be altered by. a 
number of variables.· A listing of some of these variables is as 
follows: 

· a. Nature of Aircraft· Turbine Fuels 

(1) Vary;!.ng flammability limit fuel/air envelopes which are 
characteristic of the predominant hydrocarbons present in the fuel 
fraction that has been vaporized. · · 

· ( 2) Variable vapor .pre_ssures. 

·o). Changing character of the liqtrld fuel caused by evapor
ation of light ends. 

(1) Tank or chamber designand geometry. 

(2) Wall effects_which can modify combustion reactions. 

·· (3). Intensity and nature of ignition source. 

· (4) Mechanical spraying- of fuel such as by tank boost pumps. 
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c. Flight Environmental Effects 

( 1) Altitude changes. 

(2) Temperature changes. 

(3) Variable ullage. 

(4) Tank venting. 

( 5) Spraying of 'fuel by the agitation due to aircraft. motion. 

(6) Mixing of fuels as during refueling operations. 

:. d. Definition of a·Flame- The exact temperatures and pressures 
which_are designated by a·particular flammability envelope depend 
upon the inve~tigator' s definiti-on of a flame. Such a definition 
may be based upon arbitrary subjective characteristics or. instrumental 
parameters. 

2. . Experimental Equilibrium Flammability Envelopes as Determined 
by the Visual Method- The classical approach for defining 'flalllillB.bility 
limits of gases in a closed system when usirig electrical spark igni
tion, involves the·use.of a glass tube combustion apparatus, and 
visuaJ.ly confirming a resultant flame upon spark ignition. Zabetakis 
defined a flammable fuel/air ratio as one where the flame propagation 
is essentially independent of the ignition source. This character
istic is established by the ability of the flame to traverse a mini-· 
mum distance of four feet along the tube (5, 6). A nonflame, in 
this report, is defined as one where no visual confirmation of a 
flame could be made, or the flame failed to propagate the minimum 
distance of four feet. 

A glass tube· apparatus and techniques were developed to eatablim 
flammability envelopes especially for aircraft turbine fuels. A de
tailed description· of this apparatus .and experimental procedure is 
given in Appendix II, 11 Glass Tube Combustion Apparatus". r 

Th.e· distinguishing feature of this particular combustion appar
atus, which made it applicable to fuels, is that the fuel sample was 
retained in the combustion apparatus throughout the entire experi
mental procedure, including ignition. This design feature made 
possible the formation of the na~al equilibrium fuel/air ratios 
from the liquid fuel, and avoided the difficulties involved in pre-

. paring valid mixtures of air and vaporized fuel components. 
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The combustion apparatus, which was used for determining the 
equilibrium flammability envelopes, had incorporated in its design 
certain: characteristics that minimized the apparatus effects which 
distort' the flammability envelopes. These characteristics are 
described in Appendix IV. The suitability of the glass tube ~ppa
ratus, ignition system imd techniques were confirmed by determining 
experimental equilibrium flammability limits for n-hexane (Appendix 
IV) and comparing these data with the theoretical values and limits 
that were established by other investigators. rhis coroparison.of 
then-hexane data is made in Table XII o~ Appendix IV. 

The basic procedure employed throughout the glass tube combus
tion experiments involved the introduction of a constant volume fuel 
sample into the combustion apparatus. Before the introduction of . 
fuel sample, the apparatus was evacuated to a vacuum of 29 to 29.5 
inches of mercury and made completely void 9f fuel vapor by a . 
constant air purge. The volume of fuel was. standardized to produce 
a ullage· of 87. 5%.. The apparatus was maintained at the desired· 
experimental temperature throughout this procedure. 

The flammability envelopes were determined graphically, select
ing· a line beyond which no experimental flammable points were ob
served. This method for establishing the limit was selected on the 
basis that it provided a conservative representation of a flamm~ 
ability limit. This characterization of a limit differs from that of 
some other investigators who define a limit as the limiting mixture 
composition between flammable and nonflammable mixtures (6)~ Appli
cation of this latter definition on a statistical basis may result 
in flammability limits with a random scatter of flammable points 
about the line. Although technically correct this inherent scatter 
shows flammable points in nonflammable regions of the envelope. 
Therefore by using the former designated graphical technique, this 
apparent anomaly was avoided, In either case, however, the differ
ences between the types of limits, depending upon the definition, 
were only minor. The limits determined by averaging .points between 
a flame and nonflame would be located approximately 5°F within the 
envelope as compared with the limits which were graphically located 
to restrict flammable points within the flammability envelope. 

The flammability envelopes of the aviation kerosene type fuels 
(Jet A, figure 2, and Jet A-1, figure 3), differ from the wide-cut 

·.turbine engine fuels (JP-4, figure 4, and Jet B, figures 5 and 6), 
primarily in their temperature ranges. ·From Table' IV, which summar.;. 
izes the equilibrium flammability data, the aviation keroseries have 
an average experimental lean·limit at sea level of about l00°F .and 
a rich limit of approximately l80°F •· (Data of two of the fuels shown 
are not included in figures 2 through 6.) For the wide-cut turbine 
engine fuels, the lean and rich limits at sea level are about -l0°F 
and 50°F, respectively. The slopes of the lean limits, for either 
fuel, generally showed a higher rise in altitude for each degr~e 
Fahrenheit reduction in temperature than did the rich limit slopes. 
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3. · Calculated Flammability Limits - The method for calculating 
flammability limits of turbine fuels is described in Appendix V • 

. Using this method the flammability limits were calculated for four 
samples of wide-cut turbine fuels·and three samples of aviation 
kerosenes. The results are shown in Table rv, along with the exper
imental data for the same fuels. This table shows that agreement 
between calculated and experimental results varies from quite good 
to poor. The kerosene flammaMli ty limits appear to be more amenable · 
to satisfactory calculation by the method used than are the wide-cut 
fuels.· 

There are several potential sources of error which may lead to 
these differences in results. Several generalizations are made in 
ut:.U.izing, for heterogeneous fuels, equations which are deriv.ed for 
use with pure compounds; The normal boiling point, entropy of 
vaporization and molecular weight of the vapors are estimated by 
empirical relationships with the A.S.T.M. di~tillation character
istics of the fuels. These specific relationships are not necessar
ily valid'for all fuel samples, especially among the wide-cut fuels, 

. and the distillation method used is not as precise as could be 
desired. 
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Another source of errcr may be :Ll th<:J use of standard or average 
values for the lean and rich flammability limit fuel/air ratios. 
There is significant variation in these parruneters among pure hydro
carbons as shown in Table V, The actual vapor·· composition in tanks 
containing turbine fuels is unknown and is certain to vary signifi-

. cantly among various types of fuel and at various temperatures. 
Therefore it,is quite possible that the flammability limit fuel/air 
ratios for the vapors may be different from the standard ratios. As 
the method must assume standard values to be applicable to all.fuels, 
errors are unavoidable. 

TABLE V . 

LIMITING FUEL/AIR RATIOS OF PARAFFINIC HYDROCARBONS 

"""'. 

.Lean Limit Rich Limit 
Vol. Percent Vol. Percent 

(Ref. 6) Wt. Ratio (Ref .• 6} Wt. Ratio 

methane 5.0 .029 '15.0 .098 

ethane 3.0 .032 12.4 .147 
propane 2.1 .033 -9.5 .160 

n-butane 1.8 .037 8.4 . ~i84 
n-pentane 1.4 .035 7.8 . .211 

n-hexane 1.2 .036 7.4 .238 

n-heptane 1.05 .037 6.7 .249. 

The effect of errors in the fuel/air ratio can be seen by 
calculating the limits for a fuel for which the flammability limit 
fuel/air ratio is well known. Table VI .··shows these values for.' 
n-hexane, a pure hydrocarbon compound which has been thoroughly 
investigated experimentally. The equilibrium lean and rich limits 
in terms of temperature are shown as calculated from the standard 
"average" fuel/air ratios used in this report, and from the actual 
limit fuel/air ratios. These limits are compared to those obtained 
experimentally in this program using the four-inch diameter glass 
tube with high energy spark. There is appreciably better agreement 
when the actual fuel/air ratios are used. 
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TABLE VI 

CALCULATED FLAMMABILITY LIMITS OF n-HEXANE 

Fuel/Air 
Lean Limit 1 °F 

Altitude 
(Ft.) ·Ratio, Wt . Calculated Experimental (a) Error (b) 

Sea Level • 035 (n) -18 -17 -1. 

40,000 .035 (e) -57 -59 2 

Sea Level .0361 (d) -17 -17 0 

40,000 .0361 (d) -56 -59 3 

Rich Limit OF 

Sea Level 0.28 Cc) .44 36 8. 

40,000 0.28 (c) -8 -19 ll 

Sea Level .238 (d) 38 36 2 

40,000 .238 (d) -13 -19 6 

(a) 4-inch diameter glass tube apparatus 
(b) Calculated minus the experimental value 
(c) Average fuel/air ratio (14) 
(d) Experimental derived fuel/air ratios. (6) 

Effect of the Fuel's Prior History on the Equilibrium Flammability 
Envelopes 

1. Storage - The fuels, Jet A and Jet B, were stored fur four 
months in a vented tank at ambient pressures and temperatures. Thia 
temperature fluctuations were moderate, occurring within the narrow 
range of 70±15°F. At the conclusion of this four-month storage 
period, flammability envelopes were determined using the four-inch 
glass tube combustion apparatus and the high energy, 20 joule, a.c. 
.spark. The resultant flammability envelopes are shown in figures 7 
and 8 which also include the envelopes of the fuels prior to storage. 
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The envelopes for the stored fuels are almost identical to the 
envelopes representing the original fuels. The minor deviations in 
the slopes and intercepts of the limit lines are considered to be 
within the repeatability of the determination and are therefore not 
significant. 

·2. Flight Conditioning - Unused fuel remaining in an aircraft 
is fuel which may have been exposed to some extreme environmental 
conditions. It is the purpose of this phase of the investigation 
to determine if fuel, exposed to a simulated flight cycle (takeoff
ascent-continued flight-descent-landing, etc.)·would deviate from 
its normal flammability envelope. Flight conditioned fuel, as 
referred to in this ,report, is fuel which had been weathered by·a 
series of pressure fluctuations to simulate a 'hypothetical flight 
profile. This hypothetical flight profile is described in Table VII. 
Flight conditioning involved only the pressure changes associated_ 
with the respective altitudes. No attempt was made to vary the 
temperature of the fue~s to simulate temperature variations which 
would occur at these altitudes. With the fuel remaining at room. 
temperature, the severity of the flight conditioning treatment 
could be considered greater than would occur in actual flight 
during which the colder. temperatures at altitude would tend to 
reduce evaporation losses. Table VIII lists the experimentally 
determined flammability limits.for both the normal and flight 
conditioned Jet A-1 and Jet B fuels. The limits shown are at the 
altitudes of 0, 20,000 and 30,000 ft. A comparison of the limits 
for!Jthe Jet A-1 fuel indicates that in spite of the severity of the .. 
flight conditioning treatment, no significant changes were produced.· 
However, the flight conditioning of the more volatile Jet B altered 
the slope of the rich limit from 1000 ft. to 2000 ft. per °F. The 
equilibrium flammability limits of the flight conditioned Jet. B at 
sea level were similar to those of the normal fuel. The differ
ences between the limits of the two fuels increase with increasing 
altitudes. Tnerefore, although the data are limited, they suggest 
that flight conditioning has little effect on the less volatile 
aviation kerosenes, and increases the slopes of the limits for the 
more volatile, witle-cut turbine engine fuels. 

3. Fuel Mixing -BecalJ,se the availability of the various 
type fuels differs' with location, mixing of fuels in aircraft fuel
tanks is conceivable (1). An aircraft tank, partially filled 
with the unused portion of one type of fuel, may be refueled with 
another. Thus, for example, Jet A may be intermixed with Jet B 
in all possible proportions. To establish what effects this mix
ing might have on'the flammability of the blended fuel, intermediate 
blend formulations were prepared and their equilibrium flammability 
characteristics were determined. 
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HYPOTHEI'IGAL FLIGHT PROFILE ADOPTED FOR 
"FLIGHT CONDITIONING" FUEL 

Volume of Fuel: 5 gallons. Volume of Tank: 20 ga11oas 
Temperature: 80° to 90°F 

Final Rate of Time Duration · 
Initial Altitude, Ascent, at Final 

Altitude, ·. thousand thousand Altitude, 
Step thousand feet feet feet per minute·· Hours 

l 40 10 2 

2 40 0 t 
3 0 10 2 l 

4 10. 0 t 
5 0 40 5 . 2' 

6 40 0 i 
7 0- 40 10 l 

8 40 0 md of 
Conditioning 

FLAMMABILITY LIMITS OF 

_Altitude, Lean Limit Tem2. 1 °F Rich Limit Tem.Q. 1 oF 
thousand Normal Conditioned Normal· Conditioned 
· feet Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel 

JET B 

0 -20 .;.19 38 38 

20 .;.;6 -.32 18 27 

35 -49. 3 17 

. JET A-1 1 BATCH l 

0 100 94 185 187 

20 76 73 148 149 
3~ 59 57 119 119 
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The resultant equilibriwn flrumna.bility data are summarized in 
Table'IX. The data tabulated show the flammability limits at sea 
level and their slopes for the four test fuels. These fuels were 
made up of Jet A apd Jet Bin the following proportions: 0/100,. 
50/50, 75/25 and 100/0. It can be observed from Table IX that, as 
the relative concentration of Jet B is reduced and that of Jet A 
is increased, the limit temperatures increase and the slopes decrease. 
The variation of the temperature ranges of the flammability limits 
at_sea level with the relative concentrations of Jet A and B is 
illustrated in qgure 9. It also shows mixing two fuels of divergent 

·vapor pressures does not broaden the temperature range of the result
ant envelope. Instead, the:~ temperature range shifts as a non-linear 
function according to the relative vapor pressure of the niix. 

TABLE IX 

BLEtiDDW OF JET A AND JET· B FUELS 

Eauilibriwn Flammabiliti Data 
Lean Limit Rich Limit -

Fuel Intercept Intercept 
Jet B at at 

Jet A, Batch 2 Sea Level, Slope, Sea Level, Slope, 
% % OF K.ft.(oF OF K.ft.(oF 

100 -20 -1.22 38 .:..1.00 

50 50 -4 -1.02 51 -0.93 

75 25 17 -0.93 83 -0.81 

100 97 -0.91 172 -0.71 

By interpolating the sea level intercepts the flammability envelope 
of the mix 85% Jet A/15% Jet B was evolved. This envelope is shown 
in figure 10, in conjunction with the envelopes of the basic fuels~ 
This particular blend is of significant interest since it straddles 
the nonflammable region that normally separates the envelopes of the 
Jet A and Jet B. The significance of this normally nonflammable 
region and its coincidence with the 85/15 mix is made more apparent 
when evaluated in terms of the probable fuel temperature occurring 
in-flight. The Coordinating Research Council reported fuel tempera
ture ranges estimated to include 95% of all operations in the alti
tude range of 35,000 to 40,000 feet (1). In figure 11, these ranges 
are.· presented in conjunction with the limits of flammability for the 
respective fuels at 40,000 feet •. This. figure illustrates that the 
85/15 blend tends to produce equilibrium flammability limits that have 
a higher probabilityof being within aircraft operating temperatures 
than do either of the base fuels. 
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Figure 9 - Variation of the Flammability Limits 
at Sea Level for Blends of Jet A and Jet B · 

. . .r . -
During routine airline service, practically all flights ex-

perience some degree of rough air. Based on a five day observation 
program by the U.S. Weather Bureau, the probability of .aircraft 
experiencing more than moderate turbulence, is 5% (20). This · 
phase of the investigation was to assess the effect that aircraft 
flight environments can have in modifying fuel flammability from 
that·observed under'·equilibrium conditions •. 

1. Behavior of Liquid Fuel in a Tank - A series of fuel slosh 
tank experiments were conducted to develop some background into the 
physical ·phenomena of-sloshing and vibration. A detailed review of 
the results of these fueLslosh.experiments is presented in Appendix VI. 
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These experiments primarily consisted of recording the conditions 
within an agitated model fuel tank, by means of high speed photo
graphy. Through the resultant photographs it .~as possible to 
estimate .. the proportion of the tank ullage ~here spray existed. 
This degree of spray formation ~as then related to a number of 
v.ari:ables: frequency of vibration, rocking, tank baffles, -ullage 
.and fuel type. Vibration amplitude, although an important para~ 
meter, ~as not included because of limitations of the facilities. 

The important results of this study indicated that there 
.existed t~o types of spray, designated according to the ·:manner in 
~hlch it ~as formed. Spray can be formed by rocking, such as. when 
fuel sloshes back and forth in the tank. Spray can also be pro
duced by vibration. The vibration spray may be visualized as form.-

• .! 
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" 0 • 
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Figure 10 - F.lammabili ty Envelope of the F.uel Blend, 
. 85% Jet A/15% J~t B 
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Figure ll - Estimated In-Flight Fuel Temperatures 
Compared to the Equilibrium Flammability Envelopes 

ing from finger-like projections of liquid, which appear at the sur
face of the fuel from longitudinally transmitted vibration energies. 
The fuel projectiop elongates and then disintegrates, propelling spray 
droplets up through the vapor space. Vibration, within the range of 
12.5 to 15 c.p.s. at ±l/8 inches, produced far more spray than rock
ing at the rate of 5 to 25 cycles per minute. Oddly enough, within 
these ranges, increasing the rate of rocking tended to reduce spray. 
'It was observed that increased rocking produces a layer of foam on 
the surface of the fuel -which in turn absorbs the vibrational energy 
being tran~mitted to the.surface of the fuel. The layer of foam also 
acts as a barrier to any propelled spray droplets. With respect to 
.fuel type, the wide-cut turbine engine fuel, was more ·subject to 
spray formation than the aviation kerosene. This was due to the fact 
that under the influence of rocking,motion, the aviation kerosene 
produced considerably more foam than the wide-cut turbine engine fuel. 
The foam in turn reduced the spray produced by vibration. 
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.The magnitude. of these simlllated aircraft dynamic conditions 
should not be considered extraordinary. This can be seen by com
paring the experimental vibrations to the recorded flight data 
listed in Table X. Kunkle (24) als<:> reports observations during 
low altitude turbulent flight, of a corrunercial aircraft, where wing 
vibrations could be as much as ±2.7 inches at 3 c.p.s. Therefore, 
the levels of spray observed during the course of these slosh tank 
experiments should be considered quite realistic with respect to 
conditions existing within a tank during turbulent flight. 

Aircraft 

F-100 (ref. 

F-106 (ref; 

B-58 (ref. 

TABLE X 

TYPICAL WING VIBRATION SPECTRUM 
APPLICABLE TO MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

F,requency 
C.Q.S. 

21) 0.5 to 14. 
', 

22) 0.5 to 10 

23) 0.5 to 0.7 

Double 
Amplitude, 

inches 

0.1 

0.08 

0.3 

2, Dynamic Combustion Apparatus - The dynaiDic combJ.lstion 
a.pparatus was designed to establish the flammability characteristics 
of turbine fuels under both equilibrium and dynamic'~environments,. 
A detailed review of.this apparatus and experimental procedure is 
made in Appendix VII. · 

On the basis of the conclusions drawn from the model tank 
studies, vibration was selected as the form of aircraft dynamics 
most suitable for 1Jroducing fuel sprays. By mounting the combustion 
bomb within a temperature control chamber on an electromagnetic 
shaker, it was possible to conduct ignition studies through .a wide 
spectrum of conditions. Flammability parameters could then be re-

·lated to fuel spray in addition to fuel type, temperature and·alti-
tude. · 

On the basis of a· prior calibration of spray height versus 
vibration frequency and amplitude, flammability of turbine engine 
fuels -were studied with respect to the following conditions: 
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a. Static combustion which was characterized by equilibrium 
vapor space conditions. 

b. Dynamic combustion which was characterized by the pre
sence of sprayed fuel within an equilibrium .vapor space. 

· .( l) The point of ignition outside the spray envelope. 

(2) The point of ignition inside the spray envelope~ 

3. The Relative Flammability Envelope - The .classical defini-:
tion. of flame, requiring the visual confirmation that the flame 
propagate independently of the ignition source, cb~d not be applied 
to the dynamic combustion apparatus. ·With this capability absent, 
the same equilibrium flammability envelopes developed with the glass 
tube apparatus could not be determined. However, it was found that 
the "relative flammability envelope" which was determined on the 
basis of the instrumental data of' pressure and temperature changes,. 
could be substituted for the nequilibrium flammability envelope 11 • •· .· 

Primarily, this relative flammability envelope is based upon the 
observation that as.the fuel/air ratio increases at constant altitude, 
there is a corresponding transition from a region of low ignition 
reactions to a region of high ignition reactions. With a further 
increase in fuel/air ratio the high reaction region again reverts · .. , 
to one of low reactions. This appears to correspond to transitions 

·of the regions of flammability as defined in the discussions ,of 
equilibrium flammability envelopes. 

.The ·pressure and temperature rises which \Jere produced at igni
tion were recorded simultaneously on a .dual trace oscilloscope. · Some 
examples of these oscillograms which were obtained during the study 
of Jet A-1 are shown in figure 12 .. The upper left oscillogram re-. 
presents ignition at the simulated altitude of 30,000 feet and 
temperature· of 50°F. No instrumental response could be noted at · 
these environmental conditions. However, when the tank temperature 
was.increased to 62°F at the same altitude of 30,000 feet, ignition 
was accompanied by a temperature ir1crease of l35°F and a pressure 
increase of 15 p~s.i. This is sho'WD in the upper right oscillogram 
of figure 12. Similar effects are noted on the bottom tYo oscillo
grams of the same figure. These represent ignition at·sea level. 
The bottom left oscillogram represents ignition 'Where the temperature 

. iras maintained at 87°F. The temperature and. pressure changes 'Which 
resulted are very slight, being 25°F and 1 p.s.i. The magnitude of 
these low ordered transients bordered on the sensitivity limitations 

·· of the existing instrumentation. When the environmental temperature 
was increased. from .the previous 87°F to ,95DF, high· ignition responses 

·.were produced, namely 285°F and 8 p. s.i. 
,,/ 
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Figure 12 - Representative Oscillograms Showing.· 
the Ignition Phenomenon at Equilibrium Conditions 

When pressure transients which were produced at a common alti-. 
tude range were plotted as a function of temperature, the transition 
between the low and high reaction regions became apparent •. · This 
effect can be seen in figure 13 where the pressure transients are 
recorded which wer.e produced at the two ranges of 20,000 to 30,000 
feet arid sea level to 10,000 feet. In both cases, there appears to 
be a definite grouping of pressure transient data according .. to their ' 
relative magnitiJ.des. The low_reaction region appears-to encompass 
pressure transients from zero to 4 p.s.i. When temperatures ex-

. ceeded 62°F in ·.the upper figure and 90°F in the lower figure, the 
pressure transient values increased almost tenfold from those of the 
lowreaction region. The environmental conditions where the pressure 
transients exceed this empirical ~4 p.s.i. appears to define a' 
limiting value between the lou and high reaction regions. In a 
similar fashion, figure 14 shows that the transition temperature of 
650°F defines a similar limit between the low and high reaction 

regions. On the basis that an increase of either 4 p.s.i. or 50°F 
defines the transition between the low and high reacti:on regions, 
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the relative flammability envelopes were determined. The limits 
show in the relative flammability envelopes are the transition 
limits. 
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4. RelatiVe Flammability of Jet A-1 at Equilibrium - The rela- . 
tive flammability en~elope under equilibrium conditions for Jet A-1, 
as determined with the dynamic combustion apparatus, is shown in 
figure 15. In the same figure, the equilibrium flammability envelope, 
as determined ·with the glass tube combustion apparatus is. also pre
sented for comparison purposes. It can be noted that the two limits .. · 
are similar, in spite of the fact that'the types.of apparatus and the 

·combustion definitions are not alike, 

JIM NitA lUll, •p 

JET A-1, BATCH 2 

DYNAMIC COMB. APPARATUS 

-STATIC-

. - - GLASS TUIE APP~ · 
(DATI• ·NOT 'HOWN) 

Figure 15 - Relative Flammability Envelope 
of Jet A-1 at Equilibrium · 

The pressure and temperature rises were plotted as a function 
o.f the temperature differential between the test and limit tempera
tures corresponding to the stmulated altitude of the test .. These 
plots ar.e shown for Jet A-1 in figureEI 16 and 17, where the data 
obtained at all altitudes are grouped together: . Insufficient data 
were available to group these data according to specific altitudes. The. 
estimated profile of equilibrium data points shown in figures 16 
and 17 provides the basis for comparison with the data obtained 
.under dynamic conditions. · 
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The pressure profile of Jet A-1 demonstrates that as the .en
vironmental temperatures are increased, representing a transition 
through .the relative flammability envelope, the resultant pressure 
rises reach a maximum within the envelope. The magnitude of the 
pressure rise is a function of the initial pressure. This'eff'ect 
was shown in figure 13, and contributes to the vertical scatter of 
the data. The temperature profile for the equilibrium_combustion 
of Jet A-1 is similar to that of the pressure profile. The magni- ' 
tude of the temperature reaction increases with-increasing penetra
tion of the relative flammability envelope. 

5. Relative Flammability of Jet B at Equilibrium - The relative 
flammability envelope of Jet B at equilibrium is shown in figure 18. 
This-envelope is also defined by the transition limits based on 
pressure rises greater than 4 p.s.i. and/or temperature rises greater 
than 50°F. The pressure and temperature profiles, representing 
equilibrium ignition conditions, are shown in figures l9 and 20. 
The primary difference between the,Jet B and Jet A-1 envelopes, . 
other than their different locations o~ the temperature scale, appears 
in the magnitude .of their respective pressure profiles. It appears. · 
that, for an equivalent temperature difference within the envelopes, 
Jet B produced approx:iiiiLj.tely 30% higher pressure transients near the 
lean limit and 80% greater pressure transients near the rich limit, · 
than were recorded for Jet A-1. 
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Figure 18 - Relative Flammability Envelope of Jet B at &:juilibri).IJll 
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6. Relative Flammabiliiy of Jet A-1 under Dynamic Conditions 
with I ition Outside the S ra Pattern - By maintaining a vibration 
frequency of 10 c.p.s. at ±1 16 inch, a spray was produced which did 
not reach the 'igniter •. With this level of spray, the pressure and 
temperature 'transiEmts were determined at the simulated altitudes 
of sea level and 25,000 feet. These data !ire shown in figures 21 
and 22 in conjunction with the lean region of the static pressure 
and temperature profiles. It can be. seen by the distribution of 
the data that there is. very little difference between the two ciond-· 

· itions. Similar effects were noted at the rich region •. Therefore 
it can be .concluded that, when the point· of ignition is not in the· 
vicinity of sprayed fuel, the pressure and temperature profiles 
are identical to static conditions,. where equilibrium exists. 
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Figure 21 ;;,.·Dynamic Pressure .t'rofile of Jet A'-1: 
!girl tioiL Outside qpray Pattern 
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7. Relative Flammability of Jet A-1 under pynamic Conditions 
with I nition Inside the S ra Pattern - The vibration frequency of 
15 c.p.s. at ±1 8 inch produced a spray pattern of the fuel which 
completely enveloped the igniter plug. Pressure and temperature 
transients were obtained at the simulated altitudes of sea level 
and 25,000 feet. The data with ignition: inside the spray pattern 
are reported in figures 23 and 24. In ·the. dynamic pressure profile 
of figure 23, it is quite obvious from the distribution of data with 
respect to the pressure profile under static condi tiona, that igni.:. 
tion within the spray pattern has a marked. effect. Using the 
definition that the .transition limit is characterized. by a minimum 
pressure rise of 4 p.s.i., the lean transition limit was extended 
54°F at sea level and 32°F at 25,00Q feet. No equivalent extension 
occurred at the rich region. From a similar analysis with respect 
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to temperature transients, .in figure 24, the. lean transition limit 
w8:s extended 50°F at sea level and 420F at 25,000 feet •. By lllB.Xi-;,c 

· inizing the combined effects of pressure and temperature transients,· 
the. lean transition limit WaS extended 54°F at sea .level and 42°F · 
at 25,000 feet. No change was noted with respect to the. rich. 
transition limit. 

'\ J. 

8. Comparative Effects of Soray on Turbine Fuel Flammabilitz -
A dynamic· flammability envelope for a ·fuel tank, wl th ignition in · 
the·· fuel spray, was established by extending a ·straight .line through 
the dynamic limits established at sea level and 25,000 feet.·· Figure 
25 shows this envelqpe superimposed on the envelopes of Jet A-l.and 
Jet B. An extension of the lean limit for Jet B is also indicated 
although the exact new limit was not established. The. net effect 
of ignition in the midst of spray was·to extend the. lean transition 
limit'of the Jet A-1 into the envelope of.Jet B. When the poin~ of 
ignition was outside the spray pattern, the relative flammability· 
envelope was identical to the envelope representing the static 
conditions of equili.brium. 
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Figure 25 - Effect. of ~amics on the Relative 
Flammability Envelopes of .Jet A-1 and Jet B 
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:; ·:is discussed .in the section dealing w"i th mixed fuels, the 
Coordin·ating Research Coun_cil reported fuel temperature ranges .. 
est~ted to cover 95% of all operations a.t the· cruising altitudes 
of 35,000 to 40,000 feet (1). In figure 26 the in-flight fuel . 
temperatures are shown in conjunction with the static and dyn8mic 
transition limits of the respective fuel at the altitude of 40,000. 
feet.. It can be seen that spray, if a. source of ignition were to 

.occur Within the spray pattern, severely increases the duration · 
of potentially flaminable conditions with respect to the fuel, .ret 
A-:..1. However, because of the in-:-flight temperatures involved~·- a· 
comparable increase in the 'incidence of potential flammability 
due to spray was not noted with· the fuel, Jet B. · 
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Figure 

(a) "Transition li.mit l.·e•pto:rn'tures at 
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Effect of Aircraft Ascent on the Relative FlaDmlability,.Envelooes of 
Jet A.:...l 

During climb, aircraft :tank pressures are reduced. The climb 
is accompanied by a continuous venting out from the. tank. · This 
venting maintains a relatively small pressure differential from 
the continuously decreasing, atmospheric pressure. Reducing tank 
pressure results_ in production 0f condensation-type mists. This 
misting is also discussed in Appendix VIII. From photographic 
evidence,_these mists are a condensation of the vaporized fuel in 
the tank ullage. The formation of the mist does not contribute . 
to a change in.the existing fuel/air ratios, but only alters the 
physical nat~e of the fuel already present in the vapor spa~e. -
Part of the vapor takes the form of an aerosql. Since small, sus
pended droplets have flammability characteristics that are identi
cal to those of the vapor, the change in the physical state of the 
vapor space ·fuel is not accompanied by changes in its flammability 
characteri:stics. · If there were no liquid fuel present, the_ fuel/air 
ratio would 'remain the same as ·originally existed at ground level.. 
As fuel vapors and air are removed with liquid present, the fuel. 
tends to release more vapors to compensate for :those lost to main
tain the vapor pressure. of the fuel. This results in a gradual 
increase in fuel/air ratio as the vapors diffuse from the liquid 
surface through the vapor space. The time required .for this newly 
vaporized fuel to diffuse through the vapor space to the position 
where ignition occurs, is the rate controlling factor in altering 
the resultant flammability envelope. O_ther factors which can change. 
the effective fuel/air ratio are oxygen enrichment due tooutgassing 
of oxygen-rich air from the fuel; and fuel foam and spray from · 
sudden outgass_ing. The latter did not occur in the quiescent 
simulated climb of this test. 

To investigate some_ of these effects., the relative flammability 
envelope of Jet A-1 was determined under'simulated climb conditions. 
The _· anal9g was an aircraft taking off from ground level and climbing 
at the rate of 3,000 to 4,000 feet per minute. These results are 
shown in figure 27. Here there was produced a general shifting of 
the limits. Since it is mo17e consistent to discuss the shift .in 
terms of altitude, the lean transition limit was displaced .by 10,000 · 
feet frorrithe -Static, equilibrium transition limit. The rich limit·. 
was displaced by 3,500 feet. Apparently, at the climb rate.of 3,000 
to 4,000 feet per minute, the shift in the limits is caused by a. 
time lag. ·This is the time required for additional fuel enrichment 

- to produce the lirili.ting fuel/air ratio at the location where the 
ignition will occur. In the case of these experiments, the point 
of ignition was 5 .• 5 inches above ,the level of the fuel. · · Thus, for 
the lean limit, diffusion of additional fuel to produce the lean 
limit fuel/air ratio required 2.5 to. 3 minutes. For· the rich limit. 
fuel/air ratio· only 1 minute was required. 
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We pan conclude that, during climb, there is an upward shift of 
the relative flammability envelope. This shift is due primarily to 
the time required to enrich the vapor space by additional vaporized· 
fuel. The mists that are produced by the·constantly reduci~g tank 
pressures do not have any effect ·on tank flammability. · 

T~MPIIA fUll, •• 

JU A•J.
1 

lATCH 2 
.DYN.\MIC COMI. APPAIATUS 

, -AIICIAH CLIMI-

Figure 27 ~The Relative Flammability Envelope.of 
Jet A-1 During .Aircraft Climb 
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CONCLUSIONS 

l. Dynamic conditions in a fuel tank can produce sprays which 
cause a significant expansion (at least 50%) of the temperature ' 
range at which the tank vapor space is· in a flammable condition •. 
This expansion occurs at the lean limit of the flammability enve.;;. 
lope. For practical purposes it .makes the. equilibrium flammability 
envelope of the fuel invalid for turbulent flight conditions or 

. any. conditions which .result in fuel droplets in' the tank. 
. . 

2. During aircraft climb a non-equillbri~ condition can exist,. 
such that a flammability limit is reached at a higher altitud~ than 

.. would be predicted on an equilibrium .basis:. During aircraft. climb 
the concentration of fuel vapors in a tank can be lower .than that 
which :would exist wider equilibrium conditions •. This causes a.· 

.. minor temporary ·shift in the flammability limits. 

3. Reported equ:f.librium fla.mmability limits of turbine fuels 
are further affected by: ' 

a. . Variations in experimental. eqUipment. and. technique; . 

b.· Va~iations in properties of specif~c fuel samples 
.within a type. 

c. History of the fuel. Properties ·may change because of 
prior flight. 

d. Blending of fuel types; Small quantities.of J~t,Bin 
a tank of Jet, A can create a flammable mixture in a temperatlll"e 
rangewhere neither fuel is flaiillillible. 

-"-I 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TA!JL!f XJ: rygr, ANALYSIS 

Mixed Fuels 
WidP...:..cut '£u:r-hil2e Fuels aviation. KerfJSepea 5Cf/, Jet A 75% Jet A 

Fuel DesiO'nation ..&.4....._ Jet ~ ~ Jet A-l 5o.! Jet 13 •• <51> Jet B •• 
B::~.tch ~ B&tch 2 Batch 3 .£latch 1 Batch 2 

0.7620 ~· Q..,l.22i_ 2..:.lill... 0.8221, ii:Blo4 0.3058 0. 79q4 
....2i:..L ~ ~ ....&J._ ..l2..;,L ....Q.,J._ _Md,__ _{,2.:..2..._ 

RE'id Va:Jor Pressure ~ __b.l.!L ...2...a ~ 
Distillation, I.B.P. 162 _llQ_ _llQ_ --1iL ~ 322 103 _ll.:L ~6-.-- 186 

'2$. OVt)r Of 1:0.~ l80 __!§L._ ___l'ZL __.&L ___2Q_ --.14Q_ ~n6 206 y.a 
1Q!i Of 2uO lCiO __l2L_ ....2QL ~ __l2Q__ ___l5Q_ 146:: 2' 8 272 
2~ Of 214 206 .2!!§_ 226 __l.2L __jf[J_ -...2§£._ __1iL 2!....1, 10 
;lO% C•F 226 220 220 =w _£QL ~ _Jl§_ ~ 270 ) -
Lr.gj, or~ 21,0 216 2)2 _2iL ~ -1§L _Jl§___ ---11L 302 "66 
)~ Of ~ _2&_._ ~ 276 ~ _m_ _!t.QQ..__ ___l'lQ_ };]Lr. ~RO 

6~ cp _.llL _2B__ --Z1L 298 ~ ......£.QlL. _ill_ __1&Q_ __:!60 1~!. 
7Q!i Of _222_ -22L ...22L --EL ~ ~ __£L __...iJ1__ _j§Q__·-

__QQ_ __ 

8Qli OF ~ _EL .-.J1!...__ --.:l2.L _!.2L ~ ..:..J.dL ~ _!.Q..L___ ! 26 
'tQli Of __m_ _22Q_ ~ .....QL __j;J_f2__ __..!.£Q_ ~ _0.Q._ !.P ..---- !.22 
2~~ "F· __).§L __1§L ......l§L' -.£,.iL _ill_ __.Ji]j_ .....sJ..L _£Q_ ~j6 £.76 
)iillg Point Of ~ _ill_ ____QL _!;3.Q_ ~ __jQ.l_ _!&2_ ..-.!l1L _1,90 . _ -oo 

.!>- Recove!:'l ~ v~l. ~ ~ ..22.&..._ ...22..Q._ ~ .:13..2... ~ ....22£_ ~13.7 
~6 __ 

'-n Residue ~ val. l.O --...l.:..Q___ 1.0 l.O --LL __I_L __L]_ 1.0 l,. "2 l:' 
Loss vol, 0,0 _Q,_Q_ 0.0 0.0 __l,Q_ 0.0 __9.&_ --o:-o __ o_._o __ ___Q_,_Q __ 

Gum '· Exdstent 100 ml ~ 0.6 __Q_L_ _Q2._ __bQ_ --o:a- .-..!LL 0.4 
Potent 'till 100 ml ___9..,!._ ----o.6 _Q,L ___;w_ 2.0 0.8 _Q,L_ 2.1 

Sulfur, % Wt, .-!hl.2._ 0.03 ~ _Q.QL 0.)2 __Q.Ql_ 0.06 - 0.09 
F.I.A 1 SatUrates~ ~ voJ:. ~ 80.75 82.43- :..ll,.2!._ 77.20 ~ 82.61 37.21 

Olefins 1 ~ vol. .-..2.&L ~ -l..:.li. ---!,..£_ ~ ...._..UQ_ 4-35 ~ 
Aromatics 1 ~ vol ~ .JJ..£L lS.Ol ~ ~ 20.59 ....1i:.2!.... ~ __§_,:1!}__ 

-Aniline Point oc ..s.J....L. ...l.2.:.L ~ 60.0 ~ ...B...L ..£.L ...M.,L 
Artiline - Gr-rtvit:£ Constant ~ A,602 ~ 7 616 _j_,_Ql_ ~ ~ __2_&ll_ 
Heat of Combustion, BTUL1b l8.'i7l .lbSill._ 18,674 .l§...1l2... ~ ~ 18,611 18,6]2 
Corrosion 1 Co£Eer Str.i.~ ....JdL.. -.Jd_ 1-A ---1=.L -.Jd_ 1-A l-A _..klL. 
Smoke Point Of ..:!L!L 27 .o 28.'0 ..1.2&_ 2Q.J2_ 22.0 y,.o 2.9.&__ 
S.V.I. Calt~nl.'ltinn 68.02 6?.6J 68.77 ~ 2J..ill_ ~ .J..i,QQ_ 4l.2ll 
Freeze Point Of <-76 <-76 < -76 <-76 --=29... --=2il.... --±L ---=9.i..: 
Hash Point oF < -30* <-30* .._ill_ ~- 120 __llL 
Water T{~le:rancs,. 0.0(#1) O.D(#l) 2.,_illjJ o.o(#l) £.:.iWl Q&liD 0.5(#1) 

1.]2 Visco.sitz.- c~. 1 lOOOf 0.68 __Q,]Q_ --- - ~ -..L.!.Q._ _w§_ 
-'30°F 1.83 ~ 11.80 7.~1 --L.12... ~ 

Contamination. mglliter ~ _l.....L J.5 ~.0 . o. 5 ---2.JL.., ~ ---l.L 

• Adaptation of Pensky-Martin Closed Cup Method 

•• Batch 2 



APPENDIX II 

Glass Tube Combustion APparatus 

General - For the vi·sual definition of fla.mmabili ty envelopes, 
· the glass tube apparatus which is shown in figure 28 was used. The 
principle of visually defining fl~~s is widely accepted and has 
been used quite extensively for determining limi:ts of flammability. 
A flammable point is defined as one where the flame propagation is 
essentially independent of the ignition source. Independent flame 

__ propagation is ascertained when the flame travels a minimum distance 
of four feet ( 5, 6). A nonflame, is one where no visual confirmation 
of a flame can be.made, or the flame fails to propagate theminimum 
required distance of four feet. To make the standard glass tube 
apparatus applicable to fuels, which are composed of Wide boiling .. 
hydrocarbon fractions, the fuel sample was designed to be retained 
in the. combustion apparatus even during combustion, This.made 
possible the natural formation of equilibrium fuel/air ratios from 
the liquid fuels and eliminated the need for calculating flammabil_ity 
envelopes from the premixed fuel/air ratios. The calculation of 
envelopes is of questionable" value when applied to the complex. 
system of fuels. ' - · - · 

The combustion apparatus was made up of a combustion chamber 
and a fuel section which were contained.in an environmental chamber 
for temperature control. The combustion chamber was a four-foot 

·length of flanged, Pyrex pipe. In .order to minimize "wall effects" 
which tend to. di start the flammability envelopes, the diameter of· 
the 'glass pipe was· standardized at four inches. The fuel section 

.was a one-foot length of flanged Pyrex pipe which mated to the 
combustion chamber. The base of the fuel section held five air . 
diffusers through which air was bubbled. The fuel section was filled_ 
or drained through the valve at the base of the apparatus.· On top 
of the combustion chamber, an extension of aluminUm pipe was made 

_ to .permit the .external installation of a pressure relief plate and 
piping to the. vacuum pump and manometer for pressure regulation. 
The pressure relief plate was an aluminum plate which was machined 
to seat on the, combustor chamber·extension with .an "0" ring seal. 
Since the pressures covered in this investigation were invariably 
negative, proper seating .of .the plate provided leakproof conditions. 
Because it was· free to move 'du:r-ing combustion it immediately re~ 
sponded to relieve. !l.ny increase in pressure.· A detailed view of 
the electrode .housing is shown in figure 29. First, two access 
holes, diametrically opposed, were blown through the glass pipe. 
This permitted the use of adjustable electrodes which were. affixed 
to the pipe in such a manner that they be completely insulated from 
one another. This was done by constructing electrode p:j..ates having 
the outer diameter of the pipe and cementing these to the pipe with 
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silicone rubber cement. Each electrode plate was fitted with a leak
proof stuffing box holding the electrode. This permitted gap adjust
ment. To maintain high energy sparks, the electrodes were removed 
and the internal surface of'the glass pipe cleaned daily, which 
prevented the buildup of any residual coating on the internal glass 
surface. Such a coating- could cause a reduction in spark energie·s 
by shorting out the electrodes. For monitoring temperatures, ther
mocouples were mounted in the combustion chamber and fuel section in 
a manner similar to that described for the electrodes. The environ
mental qhamber was .also in~trumented with an upper and lower ther- _· 
mocouple readout. Temperature conditions were maintained so that a 
temperature .gradient-across the two environmental chamber .thermo
couples-never exceeded 3°F. Temperature control of the environ
mental chamber was maintained with a Missimer Portable Temperature 
Servo Conditioner. By utilizing the Servo Conditioner's electrical 
heating elements or ·liquid C02, environmental temperatures were · 
capable -of being maintained within the range of +400oF . to -lOOoF •. 
However, for low tempei"atures, _the excessive consumption of liquid 
C02 introduced a practical temperature_ limit of approximately -400F 
to -50°F. . ·· 

ACCUI HOLE BLOWN 
THROUOH THI GLAU PIP( 

ILICTROOI PLATE CEMENTED 
TO THl GLASS PIPE WITH 
SILICONE tUUU CIMIHT . 

IUCUICAL LEADS 

Figure 29·..,. Detailed-View of Electrode Housing 
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Experimental Procedures - The combustor was first purged of 

all combustible material. The air was then evacuated with the 
vacuum pump to a vacuum of 29 to 29.5 inches of mercury at which 
time the vacuum pump and all associated valves were shut off. With 
the negative press1,1re in the combustor, fuel of a predetermined 
volume was drawn up through the fuel-fill-and-drain valve. The 
temperature of the fuel ,sample, prior to intl'oduction, was equal 
to or cooler than the apparatus temperature. The normal volume 
of fuel was maintained to produce a vapor space· to fuel volume· 
ratio of 7:1, which gives a systemullage of 87.5%. Since the· 
vaporization of a liquid is proportional to its partial pressure, 
the.fuel vapor in the vapor space at this time is greater than re
quired for the test condition. Upon equilibration of the.fuel and 
apparatus temperatures, dry air was introduced through the combustion 
chamber air inlet to produce the predetermined experimental pressure. 
The airwas injected at the test temperature through fine diffuser 
stones below the liquid level thereby saturating it with fuel. The 
addition of air. also provides a mixing effect in the .combustion 
chamber. Visual observations utilizing the Tyndall effect were 
made of the combustion chamber to insure ·the absence ofmists after 
achieving pressure adjustments. If the rate of air inlet was too 
rapid, mists would be produced by mechanical carryover. Also during 
initial evacuation, if fuel remained following the purging process, 
"Bltitude-climb" mists were produced, indicating that additional 
purging was necessary. With the pressure and temperature establish
ed in the apparatus, the system was ready for test. The room was 
.darkened and the chamber ignited by an a. c. electric spark of about 
1/2 second duration. The characteristic combustion reaction at 
time of ignition was recorded. Its classification was either 
flammable or nonflammable. To be nonflammable no evidence of flame 
was observed, or a flame·. would be extinguished before propagating 
the entire four feet. A condition was cl;aesified a.s ·flammable 
only .if the flame traversed the complete four-foot length of the 
combustion chamber; 

Depending upon whether the equilibrium .fuel/air ratio was 
predominantly leari or rich at the equivalent altitude, the character
istic color of the flames varied. Generally, the laboratory ob
servati.ons made on flame color can be summarized as follows: 

Color of Flame 
Altitude Lean Limit Rich Limit 

K. ft Region Region 

0 - 20 Blue Yellow 

20 - 40 . Blue-Green Yellow-Green 

40 - 60 Green Green 
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APPENDIX III 

Measuring the Spark Energy of the A.C. Ignition System 

The SAE (13) ~nd Blackington (25) describe oscillographic. 
techniques for measuring the spark energies of capaCitor discharge 
syi:rbems. The principles which they describe were applied to the 
a.c. ignition !3Y8tem used i.n the glass :tube flammability studies, 
The capacitor discharge type is not a single electrical discharge. 
Instead, it is composed of series of electrical oscillations. · The 
elec.trical oscillations are a function of the system'-s. inductance 
and capacitance. An analogous series of oscillations occur with 
the a.c. system but is a function of the 60 cycle input. The· 
determination ~f spark energies of the capacitor discharge system 
requires the observation of the time variation of both the arc 
stream current'and voltage to obtain a power vs time relationship. 
The integral of such a relationship on a per spark basis ls the 
energy.· The .same technique was applied to the a. c. ignition system. 
Voltages were measured across the spark gap using a high voltag~ 
probe of 1 megohm resistance in parallel with the ·electrodes, with 
a dual trace oscilloscope readout. Current was determined by 
measilring the voltage. drop across a l ohm resistance placed in .· 
series in the. electrode circuit. Oscillograms of both the current 
and the. voltage were made simultaneously. Typical oscillogra.ms 
used for the calibration of the energy of the a.c. ignition system 
are shown iri figure 30. In this figure it can be seen that through
out the phase cycle ( 0 to 4 seconds), discontinuities occur, which 

· are due to sparking. These occur for both the voltage and current. 
The energy.dissipated may be calculated by using these voltage
time and current-time relationships. . It is first necessary to 
make a power curve which is the curve of the instantaneous product 
of current and voltage versus time. This product curve then. re-.· 
presents the variation of power with time and the integral of this 
curve, i.e. the area beneath the curve, represents the energy · 
dissipated in the spark. The energies for the particular sparks 
shown in figure JO were calculated to be as follows: 

Spark No. Energ;y:: JoulesLSpark 

(1) 9.4 
( 2) 5.7 
( 3) 6.0 

(4) 5.6 
( 5) 5.8 

( 6) 6.2 

(7) 9.8 
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This type of determlnation was. carried out for a series of. five phase 
changes recording the maximum spark energy in each particular phase. 
In the previous example, only the maximum: energy. value of 9.8 joules/ 
spark would have been recorded for that phase. On the basis of' the 
five determ:tnations; the average· maximum>• spark energies were es
tabli.shed, and reported. as being the. ·spark energy. Two different 
transformers were selected to represent 11 high11 and "low" .ignition 
energies, i.e. 20 and 5 joules per . spark. , The spark gap used at 
both energy levels was 0.4 inches, 
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Figure,JO ::.... Oscillogrruns Used for 
·Calibration· of A. C. Spar.k Energies 
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APPENDIX IV 

Apparatus Effects on 

Rate.s of. combustion are controlled by thermal processes or 
the nature of the predominant chemical reactions. .In either Mae 
the apparatus strongly affects the flammability results;· Before• 
standardization· of apparatus .and procedure the effects . of ttibe 
diameter, spark energy and ullage,wereinvest;l.gated. These results 

. are. described in the following sections. . It was. on the basis. of 
these data that the apparatus and procedures were standardized 
upon for establishing the equilibrium flammability envelopes. As· 
a result of these tests, the standard ~pparatus finally consisted 
of the fou:r-inch diameter combustion tube, the high energy a:. c. 
spark of 20 joules per spark, and a ullage of 87.5%; . . . -.· ; 

. Tube Diamete; - Two tube diameters were studied to confirm · 
their relative effects on equilibrium flammability envelopes; The 
two tube diameters were one and four inches.'. These diameters were . 
selected on the basis of their producing high and low wall effects. 
The high wall effect produced by the one-inch tube is demonstrated 
by the equilibrium flall'lmability envelopes shown in figures: 31 and 
32. The flammability envelopes prodo.ced With the one-inch tube" 

· . .,:_ FOUl tNCH OIAM. fUll 

Figure 31- Effect of Combustion Tilbe.Diameter 
on n-Hexane Flammability. 
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·ror both heXane and JP-4, are q.ualitatf:~~ly qulte siinilar. Unlike 
the foul'-inch ,tubE3 data, ·which produced limits that were ·.straight 

·. lines, the. high wall effects of the one::-irich tube produced. curved 
limits with ,a :plateau· in·:the ··rich region as welL as a limiting 
altitude at about 45;000 feet •.. With a folll'-'irich tube' ·the wall 

· effects- were ·minimized .and this ·.became the.: standardized tube·. 
diameter. · · . 

Figure·. )2 - Effect of .Combustion 'Tube 'Diameter 
on JP-4 Flammability · 

. Spark EnergY •-~·.· Two: level~ .of ·spark 'e~erg~ yere inves~ig~ted . to 
. confirm-.their relative -effects . on·_.eqtiilibriuin flaimnabili ty envelopes. 
··The -high _and lowrene~gy:levels 6f20··and ~5 joules .per spark were 
discussed in detail. iri Appendix .III. . ,The.r comparative effects of 
these .spark el).ergies ·on the . flammability 'fmvelopes are- shown in 
f'igures .33. and 34; . The· fuels:.used were .J;et. A-:l•a:nd Jet :a, :using· the 
four-inch diameter combustion t'ube which 'P.roduced minimum wall . 
effects. ln both. figures i~'.is,.show that the low energy:spark 

. primarily affects the enve.lopes by ;narroWing the limits .with respect 
·.to both temperature.:B.Ild altitude. · There rwas no eqUivalent. plateau 
at the rich limit as occurred with the one-:-inch ' ttibe. . . . 
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. Ullage - The relative Wifilled volume of a vessel, expressed. , . 
. in terms of percent, is referred to as the ullage. The desikned · 

ullage of the ,combustion apparatus was 87.5% •. . This. ullage was . 
selected as· it was similar tp the ullage of the Reid vapor pressure · 
apparatus. A selected number of fl~billty points were investi~. 
gated at the higher ullage of 96.8%. The results indicated that 
the ullage of 96.8% was similar to the standard ullage of 87.5%~ .. 

. It was theref.ore concluded that· there would be. no advers.e effects· 
on the experimental data by standardiZing upon the use of the .87. 5% 
ullage. . · · · · · · · 

"verification of Final Apparatus -.An investigation ~as unde~;;.· 
. "taken to establish the. validity of the combustion apparatus,, using 

the 4-inch diameter tube, high energy a.c •. spark and associated 
procedures. · This was accomplished by determin~ng the eqUilibrium 

· flammability limits for liquid n-hexane at sea level. The resulting 
c1ata are shown in Table XII in comparison with the eqUivalent theore- . 

. · ·'tical and experimental limits established. by other investigators. 
··The good agreement of these. data :Validated .the sUitability of the. · 
. apparatus and techniques. · 

THE TEMPERATURES AT WHICH LIQUID n-HEXANE WILL 
FORM LIMITS OF FLAMMABILITY UNDER EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

Boeing . 
(ref. 26) 

Naval .Res. Lab. 
(.ref. 27) 

-16 -20 

-18 

-17 -17 

+41 

i '+41 

+38 

+43 

; +36 

* Glass Tube Comb. App; 4'"inch diam. ·tube; High energy spark; 
87.5% ullage 

.·.The repeatability· as provided by both ~apparatus and· method in 
dete:Mnlning the namma:bility limits was investigated u'sirig Jet A..:l 
as the fuel. The results are reported in Table· XIII. . With reference 

.. to this particular table, the flammability limit is defined. as the . 
mid-point between the nearest flalmnB.ble and. nonf'lBJDIDS.ble point. The . 

, repeatability range. of the limits at sea level, Within the 95% level· 
· of confidence, was ±l.60F for the lean limit and ±2.80F for the rich 
limit. The repeatability decreased with 'increasing altitude as. de- ' 
monstratetj for the rich limit range at 30,000 feet which was ±5.4oF~ 
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TABLE XIII 

Fuel: Jet A-1, Batch 2 Ignition: High energy a.o. Spark 
Tube: 4 inch diameter Ullage: 8705'~ 

20 1 000 Ft. Limit· 
Rich Limit Rich Limit 

Non Non Non 
Flamm. . Flamm. Flamin. Flamm . Flamm. . Flamm. 
Point Point Est. Limit ··Point Point Limit Point Est. Limit 

Of Of OF Of ·OF Of OF 

90 85 87.5 .•. 163 167 165 115 121 118 

92 85 88.5 163 169 166 118 124 121 

92 86 89-0 166 169 167.5 120 124 122 
V1 

"' 92 86 89.0 166 169. 167.5 121 125 12:3 .. 
.. 

93 86 89.5 165 170 167.5 123'" 128 125.5 

93 86 89.5 166 172 '169 117 •122: 119.5 

Avg. of .·the 
Limits, Of . 88.8 167.1 1?1.5 

. Std. Deviation of 
the Limits, OF. 0~8 1.4 2.7 

·95% Confidence 
Limit Range 87 ""9ooF 164 - 170oF . 116 ·- 127oF ,- . . 

------------------
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.APPENDIX V 

Calculation of the Flammability Limits of Fuels 

General - A procedure i.s described herein for calculating the 
temperatures of the equilibrium lean and rich flammability limits 
of fuels at any given altitude. The method is based on the cal
culation of fuel/air ratios from empirical and theoretical rela
tionships between measured distillation data, fuel vapor volumes 
and vapor pressures~. It is assumed that the flammability limiting 

. fuel/air ratios (on a weight. basis) are constant with respect to· 
pressure and temperature and are the same'for all fuels. Conver
sion of fuel/air ratios from a weight to a volume basis is 
accomplished by estimating the molecular weight of the vapors •. The 
correlations of Barnett and Hibbar.d (14) are used to determine the 
average molecular weight of the vaporized'fuel from its 10% distili
ation temperature. At a given altitude, the vapor pressures 
required to produce the required fuei/air.ratios are calculated 
by applying Dalton's. Law of partial pressures. The equilibrium 
temperatures·which will produce these vapor pressures are estimated 
by means of the Haas-Newton equation. Use of the latter equation 
was made possible by treati!lg the fuel as a single component hydro
carbon having a boiling· point represented ·;by the 5% distillation 
temperature of the fuel. -

Procedure - The calculation of the v.apor pressure required to 
provide a given fuel/air ratio in a fuel tank is based on equation 
(1), which is an expression of Dalton's Law. 

WF WA -+-
M MA (1) PT = F. p 

WF 
MF 

in which 

WF = weight of fuel vapor 

WA -. weigh-t; of air 

~ = molecular weight of fuel vapor (figure 35) 

MA = . molecular weight of air· 

PT = total pressure in the tank, psia 

P .. ·- - vapor pressure of the fuel, psia 
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By assuming weight fuel/air ratios of 0.035 for the lean limit 
and 0.28 for the rich limit, and inserting appropriate values in · 
equation (1}, the flammability limit vapor pressures can be ex
pressed as follows: 
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PR = Vapor pressure required for the rich limit, mm Hg'abs • 

. PT - . T.otal pressure at. the desired altitude, ·psia 

MF = Molecular weight of the fuel •. vapor 

The equilibrium temperature of the fiYStem which will produce 
a g:l:venvapor pressure, and hence.fuel/air ratio, is estimated by 
using the following form of the Haas ... Newton equation (28). · 

where 

T1 (0.15 log P - .<1> - .43) - 273.1 log P + 786.7 

1.15 log P - ell' - 3.31 

the normal boiling point of \the fuel estimated 
. as the 5% distillation temperature, oc 

T2 , = temperature required to .produce the desired 
fue~/air ratio, °C 

P · - vapor pressure of the fueL(equation (2) or (:3)), 
mm.Hgabs. · 

<l> = entropy of vaporization at T1 and one atmosphere 
pressure (from figure 36) 

(4) 

When the resulting t~mperatures and::r'espective pressure alti
tudes are plotted on a graph of altitude ;versus temperature,. flamma
bility envelopes are produced, These env::elopes are bounded by 
straight line lean and rich limits simila,r to those obtained by 
use.of the four-inch diameter glass tube twith high energy spark. 
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APPENDIX VI 

Fuel Slosh Tank Experiments 

General - The presence of fuel spray or droplets in the vapor . 
spa:ce was expected to have a marked effect on the characteristic 

·equilibrium flammability limits. It ws necessary to develop some 
insight into the manner in which aircraft dynamics affect fuel 
behavior to serYe as a model for the flammability studies. A fuel 
slosh tank was constructed to permit the visual observation and 
photographic documentation of the effects of simulated aircraft 
dynamics on fuel. The information gained from these slosh ta~k 
studies proved to be invaluable in the design of the dynamic 
combustibility apparatus and formulating the experimental .approaches 
utilized in defining the effects of dynamics on flammability limits. 

Apparatus- The fuel slosh tank, shown in figure 37, was 
constructed to determine the effects of rocking and vibration on 
fuel sprays. T~e basic tank was constructed of 1/4 inch aluminum 
plate, welded to form a box, having the dimension~·l2" x 1211 x 3611 • 

The top and side windows were made of 1/211 thick plexiglass. To 
simulate internal wing tank members, baffles were constructed and 
placed equidistant at .the bottom of the tank., Variable positions 
of the baffles were possible by making them removable. The baffles 
were held in place by vertical slots at the tank bottom. A maximum 
of five baffles could be utilized, each having ~he dimensions of 
3" x 1211 • The vent line and fill valve were located at the same .end 
of the tank. The vent also served as an inlet for nitrogen gas 
which was used to inert the vapor space. The tank was secured to 
a rocking table by adjustable turnbuckles, through the two rings 
welded at the tank ends. To preclude the possibility of fatigue 
failure of the retaining rings by the severe vibration, a frame was 
constructed, using steel "!" beams, which fitted over the tank top, 
clamping -the tank to the rocking table. The table was an L.A.B. 
Rocker and Vibration Machine, Type 5670. This 1;able was capable of 
producing various rocking and vibration frequencies individually 
or in combination: ' 

Experimental Procedure - The rocking angle was kept constant 
throughout the program.at ±15 degrees. Only two rocking rate 
levels were investigated, 5 and 25 cycles per minute. The vibration 
amplitude was kept constant throughout at ±1/8"; the vibration 
frequencies used were generally at three levels, 0, 12.5 and 15 
cycles per second. Two baffle. combinations were investigated where 
the distance separating the individual baffles were 6 inches and 
18 inches. When no baffles were used, only the simulated bulkheads, 
(the tank ends) remained as an obstacle to fuel flow. Regardless of 
whether. baffles were used or not, • the bulkhead analog produced an 
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effect on the fuel that was a function of ±.he relative rocking 
motion of the tank and fuel. As the tank ,rocked back and forth, the 
fuel would circle back over itselfresembling a breaking'ocean wave. 
This violent wave action at the tank ends ,is referred to throughout 
the report as a "high structural·effect". During the roc!Ung cycle, 
the.condition when the tank was passing through the horizontal 
level is referred to as a "low structural effect". 

High speed still photographs were taken of. the tank at the 
various combinations of rocking rate, vibration frequencies. and 
relative positions during the rocking. cycle (the low structural 
effect beiqg at 0° from the horizontal, and the high structural 
effect at ±15o). Exposure times of the photographs were 1/2800 
of a second. from the photographs, the proportion .of the tank 
ullage, in which the presence of spray coUld be discerned, was 
mapped out and reported as an estimate of <the percentage of .avail~ 
able vapor space containing.spray. 

Results - The data, representing thE! relative proportions of 
the tank ullage containing sprayed. fuel, was statistically analyzed. 
The statistical analysis was based uponthe principles used·in tile 
"analysis of variance"., The results, snowing the effects Of"the 
individual variables, without interaction, are shown in figure 38. 

· The results can be summarized by stating t:hat, within the range of 
conditions that were investigated, vibration was the most significant 

·Cause of spray. Rocking produces a lesser amount of spray than 
vibration. In addition, the rocking produces foam which in turn re
duces the amount of spray produced by vibration. Because. the 'rocking 
of JP-5 tended to produce more foam than J,P-4, the data shows that 
spray is produced in greater quantity with the JP-4 fuel than vi th 
JP-5. The results with respect to structural effect, baffle· .number 
and tank ullage are inconsistent and appear not to be significant. 

A pictorial representation of these ''conclusions is given in 
figure 39. The four photographs, represent constant conditions of 
fuel height, vibration frequency and amplitude, baffle number,and 
a low structural effect (the horizontal pMition during the rocking 
cycle). The variables are rocking rate and fuel. It can be seen 
that, as the rocking rate increases, going down in the individual 
columns, spray decreases. JP-4 fuel results in more spray than 
JP-5 fuel ( galpg across the rows.· from left ~to right) • Likewise, the 
JP-4 foams le~s than JP:-5 under equivalentr conditions. 
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APPENDIX VII 

Dynamic Combustion Apparatus 

General - The dynamic combustibility apparatus was designed 
to provide an instrumental description of: flammability in terms 
of pressure and temperature transients, under·both static and 
dynamic conditions. Vibration was the means by which dynamic motion 
was ,simulated. 

Aooaratus- The.dynamic combustibility apparatus is shown 
scJlematically in figure 40. It consisted of a combustion bomb 
mounted.in a temperature control chamber. By.means of an extension 
to an electromagnetic shaker, combustion coUld be studied under 
vibrating conditions in addition to the. static state.. The combustion 
bomb was lll8.de by modifying a surplus 2~ gall·bn. aircraft hydraUlic 

- accumulator, having the approximate dimensions of 9 inches in dia-' 
meter and 15 inches in height with a burst strength of 3000 psi. 
To the accumulator, three ports were welded: the left port on the 
bomb :was for. light beam entrance into the chamber;. the port at. the . 
right, . in direct opposition to the light beam entrance, held a: photo-
cell for measuring the transmitted light. The port at the .c_enter., 
which was at right angles to the incident light beam, also held a 
photogell, which measured scattered light. Any appearance of spray 
or mists in the path of the transmitted light photocell rossulted in 
a reduction of photocell output; and concurrently, -spray caused-. 

·-------~-------·-·--- ---· ·-- __ j 

an increase in the· photocell output measuring the scattered light. 
The photocells were designed to withstand hl:gh pressure transients. 
Details of construction for the photocell .was shownin figure 41. 
The plexiglass windows were recessed in l. 2:.'inch diameter ports 
and were not damaged by the reactions •. Theitwo photocell outputs 
were recorded by strip chart recorders. The light .source .used was 
a common 50 watt incandescent bulb contained in a·standard explosion
proof reflector housing mounted.in the environmental chamber opposite 
the window port. Bisecting the angle between the photocell pc;irts, _ 
an. igniter plug w&s located so the spark was located.at the inter:... 
section of the scattered and transmitted light paths~ The_ igniter 
plug was the same .as that used -for J-57 turbine engines. The power 
supply for the igniter plug was_a General Laboratory Associates 
Exciter,]/N 40355. This GLA Exciter is a capacitor discharge 
electronic ignition system which is used to start turbojet and turbo
prop aircraft engines •. In conjunction with~·the -J57 igniter plug, 
the. system provided an ignition energy in _the range of_I6 to 24 
joules per spark. This range is the nominal value as :~:ated by the 
manufacturer~ and is of comparable intensity on a per spark basis to 
the "high" energy ignition as'used with the,g]:ass tube apparatus. 
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Figure 40 - Dynamic Combustion Apparatus 

Pl .. lglau Diu, 112'' thick 

Figure 41 - Photocell Used with the 
Dynamic Combustion Apparatus 
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Three thermocouple's were installed in the combusticn .· bomb. T:wo of. 
the thermocouples measured the steady state temperatures of the 
vapor space.and fuel using a Bro:wn Indicator as the temperature read
out •.. The third thermocouple was recorded on one channel of a dual 
trace·oscilloscope which was used to determine the transient tempera
ture rise in the vapor space, occurring at.ignition. In addition 
to the three thermocouples, the combustion•.bomb was instrumented · 
with.two pressure transducers. One pres~ure transducer, a Statham 
0 to 100 p.I!J.i.a. transducer, was .used to monitor steady state 
pressures·. Its output· was recorded on a , strip recorder. The • second · 
pressure transducer, a Statham flush diaphragm type transducer of 
0 to 300 p.s.La., monitored the pressure transients occurring at 
combustion via the second channel of the dual trace oscilloscope. 
At the base of the combustion bomb, a fuel-fill-and-drain valve 
was located. In conjunction with the top vacuum line, the fuel-fill
and~drain valve permitted experimental altitude simulation in a 
manner similar to that described for the glass tube combustion 
apparatus. The Unholtz-Dickie Shaker was used to vibrate the com
bustion bom,bwithin the environmental chamber. The shaker was 
capable of providing frequencies ranging from 0 to 20 cps and ampli
tudes from 0 to ±1/8 inches. Vibration settings were conveniently 
controlled by means of ·lil console control, :as a11· vibratory motion was 
electromagnetically induced by the. shaker •.. · 

Experimental Procedure - The basic principle for charging the 
bomb was similar to that described for the·glass tube apparatus.· 
The combustor wasfirst purged of all combustible materia"!, then 
the air was evacuated with the vacuum pump to a vacuum of 29 to 
29. 5 inches of mercury. With the vacuum pump off and the valves 
closed, the vacuum was retained by the bomb. By virtue of the 
existent negative pressure in the combustion bomb, the fuel, ·1.18 · 
liters, was·dra:wn up through the fuel .. fill-and-drain valve. This 
standardized fuel volume· produced a system. ullage of 87.5% which. 
was identical to the ullage used in the g:tass tube experiments. 
Fuel temperature was stabilized at the experimental temperature. 
The pressure was then increased to the desired altitude equivalent 
by a dry air. bleed through the fuel-air-and-drain connection. From· 
this point on, the similarity between the dynamic. and, glass tube 
apparatus techniques diverged. The apparatus was shaken at a fre
quency of 15 cps and an amplitude of ±1/B:inches, which produced a 
violent rain of sprayed fuel within the vapor· space. Ten minutes. 
was allowed for the scrubbing of the air by the fuel and. an addi-:
tlonal ten minute period was allowed for settling. A photocell con.,. 
firmation was made showingthat a suspension of fuel did not persist 
in the vapor space. Without a doubt, thi•s technique. of air scrubbing 
certainly did saturate the air with fuel, and so resulted in equili
brium. 
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Having estabiished an equilibrium fueA/air relationship, 
flammability experiments uere conducted within three basic para~ 
metersi 

a. ··Static condi tiona representing equilibrium. 

b. Dynamic conditions where. spray droplets existed but were 
no~ in the vicinity of the ignition source as established by prior . 

. optical calibration. This was produced as follows: 

Vibration amplitude: 

Vibrati6n frequency: . 

Fuel· Volume i 

Fuel to Spark: 

Spray to Spark: 

Ullage: 

±1/16 inches 

10 cps 

1.18 liters 

5;5·inches 

2:1.8 inches 

87.5% 

. c. Dynamic conditions where- spray· droplets completely". sur
·round the ignition· source. This state was produced as follows:. 

· Vibration amplitude: ±1/8 inches 

Vibration frequency: 15 cps 

Fuel Volume: 1.18 1i ters · 

Fuel. to. Spark:. 5.5 inches 

Spray to Spark: o. inches 

Ullage: 

A major distinction between the. dynamic combustibility appara
tus· and the glass tube apparatus resulted in defining a flammable 
point~ The.convenient definition byvisual observation-was no 
longer applicable to the dynamic'apparatus. Instead, as a sub
stitute, instrumental definitions were applied, which provided a 
convenient frame of reference for data evaluation. For the dynamic 
apparatus, the igrtitiori responses .were assigned to the following 
categories: 

a. ··High Reaction: any ignition point which had a pressure 
rise greater than 4. psi and/or temperature-rise greater than 50°F. 

b. Low Reaction: · any ignition point which had a pressure 
.rise less than 4 psi and a temperature rise less than 50°F. 

c. No Reaction. 
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AP!;,!';)IlDIX VI II 

Mists Tanks· 

During the course of studies involving aircraft dynamics, it 
was observed that as the pressure is reduced in a. fuel tank, mists 
suddenly appear in the vapor space. Upon continued reduction of the 
pressure, the mist would cease to form and then finally disappear. 
Since this reduced pressure is ~1alogous to an ascending aircraft, 
similar mists must necessarily be formed in the fuel tanks. Upon 
searching the literature, no reports or reference to_this phenomenon 
co.uld be found. · Investigations were initiated to develop insight 
into the formation of such mists and the manner in which they could 
influence the .. combustibility envelopes. 

The possibility that these mists were produced either by water· 
in the f1,1el or in·the air was eliminated by the .following experi- · 
ment. Pure, dry; n-hexane was substituted as the fuel. Dissolved 
water in the hexane.had been removed by passing it through a column 
of silica gel. All air in the vapor space was dry. With this 
system, even though moi~ture was absent, dense mists still appeared. 
The fact that mists could be· produced,. in the absence of water, 
evidenced the fact that another mechanism was responsible. · 

, Another proposed explanation for this particular type of 
misting suggested that the expansion of the gas by reducing the 
pressure also reduced the temperature, causing condensation to 
occur, i.e •. Joule-Thomson· effect. The logic used in this argument 

.was that the temperature of the vapor is reduced below the dew point. 
This argument was not pursued further as the analogy of this· system 
to the Joule-Thomson effect is not a valid one. In our particular· 
system, the pressure is reduced slowly, not by rapid expansion of 
the gas through a throttle. Secondly, the tank was not insulated. 
Some heat exchange occurred with the surrounding atmosphere, .and 
therefore, the experimental conditions tended to be more isothermal 
than adiabatic. Thirdly, since less than one atmosphere was the 
maximum pressure differential produced, the Joule-Thomson effect, 
even if applicable, at best could only have produced, under adiaba
tic conditions, a temperature change that .would be no greater than 
a fraction of a degree. 

An interesting characteristic of this mist was noted. If the 
tank were first agitated and then held motionless for a ten minute 
period (whieh was quite adequate for settling visible suspended drop
lets) copious quantities of mist would appear upon reducing the 
pressure. However,·when the tank was left standing overnight,. no 
mist would form, even at extremely high rates of pressure reduction. 
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Mist would form only if the liquid or air were disturbed prior to 
pressure reduction. This strongly suggests that the agitation pro
duced the necessary nucleation sites required for the growth of the 
mist droplets. These nucleation sites are most likely polymolecular, 
behaving as a gas but smaller in size than can be visually confirmed 
by the Tyndall effect. However1 with extended periods of settling, 
a vapor space condition was produced, which lacked adequate nuclea
tion sites, 

.·From high speed movies of the vapor space, using dark field 
UlWilination, ·it was revealed that the mist forms simultaneously 
throughout the vapor space. The concentration of the mist, immedi~ 
ately on forming, appeared to be somewhat uniform throughout the 
tank. That the mist formed uniformly and simultaneously at the top 
of the tank which was 9 inches from the surface, as compared to a 
point which was immediately above. the liquid, supported the conclusion 
that the mist is produced by the existent fuel present in the air 
as a vapor. The mist droplets appeared to be quite stable and 
showed no tendency to disappear by evaporation. .The mist disappear• 
ed primarily by settling. 

A series of fuel misting experiments was introduced to study 
some of the parameters influencing mist formation. The mist con
centration was measured by photocells recording tHe intensity of 
scattered light produced, using the technique of dark field illumin~ 
ation._ Some typical optical measurements, which are in reality a 
measure of mist concentration, are shown in figure 42 as they were 
recorded at four different climb rates: 1400 ft/min, 3700 ft/min, 
5900 ft/min, and 10,600 ft/min. Included in the same figure are the 
two different fuel types: JP-4 :r:epresenting the wide-cut fuel, and 
Jet A, representing aviation kerosene. From these curves, certain 
conclusions can be drawn concerning mist formations of fuel: 

a. The greater the altitude ascent rate, the greater the 
formation of mists~ 

b. JPc4 fuel produces more mist than Jet A. 

c. The mists, produced by Jet A, appear to be more persistent 
than those of JP-4. 

An additional comparison was made between the two fuels by 
plotting the maximum recorded mist values against the corresponding 
altitude ascent rate. These data are shown in figure 43 comparing 
JP-4 and Jet A. .This figure suggests that the wide-cut, JP-4, tends 
.to produce twice as much mist as the aviation kerosene, Jet A. 
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Figure 42 - Typical Misting Data Obtained at Several Climb Rates 
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